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This paper tries to identify one of the reasons for the poor land skin temperature simulated by a climate model over
Greenland. It first compares ICEsat surface height measurements over Greenland with those used by the model and reveals
that the surface height of Greenland prescribed in the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate
System Model/Community Land Model version 3 (CCSM/CLM3) differs greatly from the satellite measurements from National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) ICEsat at edges and central glacier regions. This deficiency, in part, leads to
underestimated skin temperatures at coastal regions—the areas where significant ice sheet melt is observed. Furthermore,
sensitivity studies reveal that surface skin temperature simulations of Greenland would be significantly improved if the more
accurate surface height is used. The problem of the height used in current global climate model is mainly due to the fact that the
model has to use coarse grid size, and within one grid, land surface height has high heterogeneity. How to assign a proper surface
height for each model grid and meanwhile adequately present the high heterogeneity of land surface is a great challenge in current
model development.

Copyright © 2009 Menglin Jin. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License, which
permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1. Introduction

The temperature of Greenland has been increasing more
rapidly than that of any other land or oceanic surface of
comparable size [1–3]. This leads to large effects on surface
ice melt. In particular, the surface height, which is a dynam-
ical mass balance largely between snowfall accumulation
in Winter and snowmelt in Spring, varies as function of
surface temperature. However, the consequences of such
height variations are not addressed in global climate models.
Recently, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) ICEsat platform measured fine resolution surface
height data [4], which can be used in validating global
climate models (GCMs). This paper examines how well this
surface height is represented in the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Climate System
Model/Community Land Model version 3 (CCSM/CLM3),
and how important this variable is for Greenland surface skin
temperature simulation.

Surface height and surface skin temperature are closely
related to each other [5, 6]. Skin temperature of the polar

regions affects surface energy balance and thus ice sheet
melt. Antarctica and Greenland are covered by ice sheets
exceeding 3000 meters in thickness, containing an amount
of ice equivalent to about 78% of the fresh water on Earth.
On sufficiently warm days, surface temperature can become
warm enough to contribute to melting of the ice sheet at its
edges. Such melting can reduce land surface albedo, increase
surface temperature, and thus more snow and ice sheet melts,
that is, it is a positive feedback.

Climate models, for example, CCSM/CLM3, generally
set H as a prescribed parameter. Its values are derived from
some global digital elevation map which is smoothed enough
to eliminate the model’s dynamic instabilities that would
occur for too rough a low boundary. However, as this paper
shows, such smoothing will introduce large and possibly
unacceptable errors in local skin temperature simulations.
The differences in H over Greenland between ICEsat and
CCSM/CLM3 are up to 600–1000 m. Large differences are
also seen between the skin temperature observed from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer MODIS
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and that simulated the model. A simple modeling sensitivity
study is used in this paper to suggest that much of the dif-
ference between the observed and the modeled temperatures
may be accounted for by the difference between observed and
model assumed elevation. Section 2 of this paper describes
the datasets and background information used for our
analysis. Section 3 discusses the results and is followed by a
section of final discussion and remarks (Section 4).

2. Data

ICEsat Surface Height Data. ICEsat-observed surface height
for Greenland is used to evaluate this parameter in the NCAR
model. The ICEsat mission, part of NASA’s Earth Observing
System (EOS) Mission, was launched in January 2003.
The Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) on ICEsat
measured ice sheet elevations, together with the changes in
elevation through time and approximate sea ice thickness.
The surface height is provided at a 1 km × 1 km horizontal
resolution. We used the measurements for July, 2003.

MODIS Land Surface Temperature. The MODIS instrument
is carried on NASA’s Terra satellite, launched in December,
1999, and NASA’s Aqua satellite, launched in May, 2002. Skin
temperatures were measured in 7 solar and 3 thermal spectral
bands at 10:30 LT and 22:30 LT daily (Terra) and 13:30 LT and
1:30 LT (Aqua). Each pixel has a 1-km resolution at the nadir
[7]. The measurements used in this study have been scaled
up to a 5-km resolution and averaged to monthly values.
Only the measured values with quality flags attesting to the
absence of clouds are used.

NCAR CCSM/CLM3. The NCAR community land surface
model version 3 (CLM3) is an advanced land surface model
designed to be coupled with global or regional atmosphere
models to simulate land surface energy balance, hydrological
process, and the effects of vegetation [8]. CCSM via its
atmosphere component Community Atmosphere Model
(CAM3) provides atmospheric forcing to CLM3 including
air temperature, downward shortwave and longwave radi-
ations, rainfall, relative humidity, and wind at each model
timestep, and CLM3 calculates the important biophysical
processes of the land surface. Figure 1 presents the July means
from the CCSM3.0/CLM3.0 1990 control simulation for
years 445–449. These years are a subsection of the simulation
analyzed by Dickinson et al. [8].

3. Results

3.1. Observed versus Measured Skin Temperature. Figure 1(a)
shows that the lowest observed skin temperature occurs
at the center of Greenland but extends to the southern
mountainous regions around 65◦N. Over these permanently
glaciated regions, the skin temperature is lower than 260 K.
By contrast, near the edge of Greenland, the July skin
temperature can be as high as 290 K.

Significant differences are observed between the CCSM/
CLM3 modeled skin temperature simulations (Figure 1(b))
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Figure 1: (a) MODIS observed monthly mean land surface skin
temperature starting for July, 2003; (b) CCSM/CLM3 simulated 5-
year average of July ground surface temperature.

and satellite observations (Figure 1(a)). First, CCSM/CLM3
overestimates the surface skin temperature in the central
glacier regions by at least several degrees—the observed skin
temperature is lower than 260 K, but the modeled values
are above 260 K. Second, the modeled temperatures do not
show the cold center in the southern part of Greenland
(around 65◦N). Furthermore, the modeled skin temperature
at the edges is about 10 K cooler than that observed. Such
deficiencies in skin temperature simulation may be largely
due to the inaccuracy of surface height used in the model as
demonstrated in the next section.

3.2. Observed versus Model Surface Height (H). In general,
observed H over Greenland is low at the edges and increases
to the center (Figure 2(a)). H is smooth at the central part
above 3000 m around 70◦N, 40◦W, while H close to the
edges is near to sea surface. In addition to the central peak
in H around 75◦N, the southern region has a peak up to
2500 m within 60–65◦N, 40–45◦W. Considering the size of
Greenland, the large changes of height (from 0 to 3000 + m)
mean a dramatic surface height change over that region.

The standard deviation reveals the high variability of H
in Greenland at its edges (Figure 2(b)), where the standard
deviation from values averaged to the model resolution is
mostly as high as 500 m to 600 m. By contrast, the inner part
of Greenland is relatively flat, with a standard deviation of
height less than 100 m.

The surface height H of CCSM/CLM3 is shown
in Figure 2(c). The most notable discrepancies between
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Figure 2: (a) ICEsat observed surface height of Greenland at a
spatial resolution of 1 km; (b) ICEsat standard deviation of surface
height; and (c) surface height in CAM3/CLM3 at T85 resolution.

the satellite observations (Figure 2(a)) and model H
(Figure 2(c)) are as follows:

(1) The model has only one location in the central part
above 2500 m, but the observed peak in the southern
region in Figure 2(a) is missing in the model dataset.

(2) The edges have smaller variability in H than that in
the observed, and in particular, the abrupt changes in
H are not well represented in the model.

(3) Much of central Greenland is lower in the model than
in the observations.

Further comparison along 80◦N (Figure 3) reveals that
although the shape of model H along 80◦N is quite similar to
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Figure 3: Comparison of surface height from ICEsat measurements
with the CAM3/CLM3 surface height along the 80◦N transect across
Greenland.

the ICEsat observations, the absolute value of height has large
differences. In particular, at the edges, most of the model
values are higher than observations but elsewhere the model-
used H is lower than ICESAT-based H. In many regions, such
differences can be up to 1000 m. Similar differences are also
observed for 70◦N (not shown). How such errors in surface
height affect the simulation of skin temperature in the model
is the question we will address in subsection below.

3.3. Model Sensitivity to Greenland Surface Height. To exam-
ine the importance of Greenland surface height in model
simulations, we conducted a control simulation and a
sensitivity simulation where Greenland surface height in the
model is replaced by ICEsat observation. Both experiments
use the offline (uncoupled from the atmospheric model)
CLM3.5 and the NCEP reanalysis as atmospheric forcing
[9]. Model timestep is 20 seconds and horizontal resolution
is T42. Note that in offline CLM3.5, surface pressure and
air temperature change with the height according to lapse
rate of 0.9◦C/100 m. Such design is based on the model-
ICEsat difference revealed in Figure 2 where model surface
is mostly lower than observation by an average of 500 m. Of
course, such a design may only provide an upper boundary
on how sensitive the model may be due to the extreme
change in surface height. The monthly mean surface ground
temperature (namely, skin temperature for snow surface) is
used to assess the impact of the change in surface height.

Figure 4 shows that the offline CLM3.5 modeled Green-
land ground temperature (namely, skin temperature over
ice-covered surface) decreases about 2.5 K with the increase
of surface height. At the edges the current model’s surface
height is higher than the observations (see the color in
Figure 4, also Figure 3); therefore, reducing surface height
there would lead to an increase of skin temperature, up to
1◦C in offline CLM3.5. Note that the presented model output
is a 17-year climatology of July, August, and September
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Figure 4: Sensitivity of offline CLM3.5 simulated Greenland
ground temperature (TG) to the surface height (experiment case
minus control run, T42 resolution). The 17-year, monthly averaged
TG in the experiment case is using ICEsat-observed Greenland
surface height. The fields are June, July, and August averages.
The color bar is surface height difference (m) and the contour is
temperature difference.

averaged skin temperature. Instantaneous values during
sunny daytime can be much higher and so enhance the snow
melt. Such an improvement in ground/skin temperature
simulation would allow a better simulation of Summer
snowmelt at the edges. Further, in the middle of Greenland,
the skin temperatures would be lowered by using the higher
surface heights that are observed. Consequently, regional
temperatures gradient will be increased in model which
could possibly improve regional wind simulation.

4. Discussion

Current determination of Greenland surface height in NCAR
CCSM is partly responsible for an inaccurate simulation of
skin temperature and could be improved by assimilating the
ICEsat observations into the model. As a result, skin tem-
perature simulations would be improved evidently because
of the close relation between surface temperature and
surface height. A possibly significant further contribution
to skin temperature is the large spatial variability of the
terrain (Figure 2(b)) that modifies surface energy balance,
for example, by reducing the effective albedo and emissivity
via the so-called “slope effect”—multiple scattering via the
hills (e.g., [10, 11]).

The coupled model should may have a stronger sen-
sitivity to the land surface height than the offline land
surface model because many height-related physical and
dynamical processes cannot be addressed in an offline land
surface model. However, because skin temperature itself is
a combined result of many processes, the coupled model
may provide a smaller reduction of temperature with altitude
change than used in the offline model. Current challenge
in fully use of satellite high-resolution height data in a
coupled model is that how to represent surface elevation
heterogeneity in a model grid, which in general is 30–100 km.
This could be one extreme important research topic in polar
land surface.

The problem of the height used in current global climate
model is mainly due to the fact that a global model has to
use coarse grid size to avoid the dynamic instabilities (Gibbs
effect) for rapidly varying surface. For regions where within
one grid land surface height has high heterogeneity, how
to assign a proper surface height for each model grid and
meanwhile adequately present the high heterogeneity of land
surface is a research topic.
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